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Abstract: Regional resilience refers to an immanent condition for facing multiple risks on a permanent
basis, both episodic and incremental. These risks are not only linked to natural disasters and climate
change, but also to poverty and inequality of access to services such as health, and personal safety.
This article considers the underlying conditions that shape regional resilience in Chile, based on
inter-regional and intra-regional comparisons in the Metropolitan Region of Santiago and the Region
of Araucanía. Instead of viewing resilience in terms of an ability to counter a single risk, the article
highlights the fact that risks are multiple and overlapping over time and generated at different scales.
Municipal level data on poverty, health, and public finances in the two regions reveal the contrasting
underlying inequalities that point to regional mosaics of resilience rather than homogeneity. Different
threats are superposed on these preexisting conditions of resilience. The article refers to three
in particular: the 2010 Chilean earthquake (episodic); climate change (episodic and incremental);
and the Covid-19 pandemic (episodic). The findings point to high levels of urban versus rural
differentiation, and also high differentiation within the Santiago Metropolitan Area based on socio-
economic conditions. This regional mosaic of underlying structural conditions suggests that regional
resilience can be enhanced by engaging with structural socio-spatial inequalities rather than a focus
on managing risks via siloed, threat-by-threat responses.

Keywords: resilience; risk; inequality; earthquake; pandemic; climate change; Chile

1. Introduction

Chile has lived with significant natural [1–6] and anthropogenic [7–9] risks through-
out its history that have tested responses at institutional and community levels. These
include the 1960 earthquake (the largest recorded, at 9.5 on the Richter scale) and the 2010
earthquake (8.8 magnitude Richter). However, these major episodic threats are not the only
risks that are faced. There are also threats of a gradual, incremental nature, linked to an-
thropogenic impacts, that give rise to transformations in socio-ecological systems, and lead
to demands for better water, energy, economic, and social infrastructure planning [10–12];
the persistently high levels of urban air contamination are a case in point. Added to these
are exogenous and endogenous economic and health shocks and trends [13–15]. Risks
are, therefore, widespread, both incremental and episodic, and are managed locally and
regionally according to urgency and capacities. Perhaps the most important element to
highlight is that they are almost never singular, managed one at a time [16,17]. They are
almost always interconnected and multiple, with different degrees of intensity. Conse-
quently, there cannot be resilience to one event, but rather resilience should be understood
as a set of adaptive capacities that are established within the community to face risks of
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different intensities and (un)expected temporalities [18,19]; these adaptive capacities are
embedded in the development of the localities where these threats, and consequently risks,
appear [20–22]. Risk should be understood as omnipresent and multiple, and something
that is intrinsic to community development.

The term adaptive capacity is a core concept within both development theory and
conceptualizations of resilience [23] (in planning, engineering, ecological, and organiza-
tional literature [24], and is connected to underlying local and regional conditions [11].
Although development has a long history as a framework for understanding political and
socio-economic transformations in the postwar period [25] and has been subject to criti-
cism for its western, modern, imperial, and colonial roots [26,27], the concept of adaptive
capacity emerged most strongly in the context of a response of socio-ecological systems
to different forces: institutional, anthropogenic, and natural [28]. However, there is a
need to reconnect development theory and the perspectives of socio-ecological systems.
Amartya Sen [29–32], for example, provides an approach to development in which there is
no capacity building when there is deprivation. In Sen’s words: “Development requires
the removal of major sources of unfreedom: poverty as well as tyranny, poor economic
opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well as
intolerance or overactivity of repressive state” [30] (p. 3) and “What people can positively
achieve is influenced by economic opportunities, political liberties, social powers, and the
enabling conditions of good health, basic education, and the encouragement and cultiva-
tion of initiatives” [30] (p. 5). Sen’s ideas of capabilities provide a more anthropocentric
approach to adaptive capacities that have emerged from ecological and institutional tradi-
tions, such as panarchy [12], resilience, adaptive cycles [16,33], institutional change [34],
vulnerability analysis [35,36], social capital [37], and adaptive educative system thinking
(see Krasny [38]). These diverse approaches are by no means mutually exclusive. In fact,
there are considerable overlaps; however, it is vital that these basal elements of poverty
and deprivation are considered as structural constraints to effective development, and thus
to adaptive capacity and resilience.

The plasticity with which the term adaptive capacity has been handled suggests the
need for understanding diversity and heterogeneity in adaptive capabilities, of different
groups and at different scales as communities respond in specific and non-linear ways
to multiple risks [11,16,36,39]. The richness of these experiences in the face of risks can
be found in local and regional contexts since it is part and parcel of the development
history of communities [36,37]. For this reason, it is important to link local and regional
resilience to development thinking, as in the capabilities framework of Sen [29,31,32,40],
by bringing together the basic components of development and resilience concepts. By
understanding resilience as a function or condition of development, it is then possible to
explore manifestations of local and regional resilience, and intra-regional differentiation.

The question explored in this article is as follows: how important are underlying local
and regional development conditions in shaping resilience to multiple risks? The discussion
is based on a comparative study of two regions in Chile—the Santiago Metropolitan Region
(RMS) and the Region of Araucanía and includes inter-regional comparisons and intra-
regional differentiation. These two regions have been selected as they reflect the diversity,
and inequalities of Chilean development: the RMS is the wealthiest region in the country,
Araucanía the least wealthy; the RMS is the most urban region, Araucania one of the most
rural; Araucania has the highest percentage of indigenous population, while the RMS
has one of the lowest proportions. These three factors are not determinants of resilience,
however, and the article highlights the importance of underlying socio-economic and
cultural issues in shaping adaptive capacities in the face of multiple risks, both episodic
and incremental.

2. Local and Regional Resilience and Development

When development capabilities are framed within the context of socio-ecological
system dynamics (where the roots of contemporary resilience conceptualizations are to be
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found), the term local sustainable development is appropriate. This connection is important
since adaptive capacities have to be understood in terms of cultural and institutional
contexts, since these contexts shape perceptions and consequent actions [10,39–41]. This
in turn removes the discussion of risks and resilience from the realm of socio-ecological
systems and technical solutions, to the realm of communities, institutions, and justice,
and the ways in which local sustainable development is generated, strengthened, or
weakened [11,28]. In turn, regional resilience is a function of these multiple local sustainable
development contexts operating within this larger spatial scale, including urban, rural,
and other geographical spaces. A useful definition of regional resilience is provided by
Foster (2007, 14, cited in Martin, (2012): “the ability of a region to anticipate, prepare for,
respond to, and recover from a disturbance.” The variability in processes of anticipation,
preparedness, response, and recovery are determined by the complexity of local sustainable
development conditions within the region.

The traditions of regional development lie in understanding socio-economic transfor-
mations, with a strong basis in resources and production [42–45]. Economic geographers
and regional science specialists have explored the nature of commodity regions, indus-
trial districts, innovation clusters, and global production networks (GPN), and different
configurations of public and private activity, since the nineteenth century [46–49]. What
is common to these different conceptualizations of economic activity and localization is
risk [50,51]. Indeed, risk has become central to public policy and considerations of local
sustainable livelihoods since the 1990s as risk assessment and risk management have be-
come widespread practices in public, private, and even community organizations (e.g., in
their opposition to local projects) [13]. The term economic resilience, utilized by economic
geographers and regional economists, has been used to refer to the ways in which regions
evolve through time, such as upward transitional and downward transitional trends. For
example, Fratesi and Perucca [52] refer to the importance of structural ‘territorial capital’,
that includes public and private, material and immaterial assets, concluding that, in the
case of European regions, those with more resilience have less mobile territorial capital
assets, and a better mix of materiality and rivalry, which favors more urban economies
(using Camagni’s [53] taxonomy of high to low materiality and private goods, club goods,
and public goods). Other authors point to the importance, up to a point, of the local
embeddedness of firms (the local interconnections between firms) and the importance of
human capital and the skills base. Kitsos and others [54] use the term ‘external economies
of complexity’ to highlight local embeddedness of firms and resilience, while Martin [55]
employs the economic term ‘hysteresis’ (referring to system lags and nonlinear effects) to
understand resilience to system-wide economic shocks and recessions. The main emphasis
of much of this literature, however, is a focus on adaptive adjustment or evolutionary
resilience which emphasize the adaptive capacities of local and regional economies [51].
Rose adds the element of managing these risks in terms of economic resilience, employing
the concepts of static economic resilience versus dynamic economic resilience [24]. In the
former, existing resources are redeployed following a disaster or shock, whereas in the
latter there is active repair and reconstruction involving new resources to support a more
rapid recovery. A similar analogy to static versus dynamic economic resilience can be
employed here for local sustainable development, but as ongoing management of risk
rather than post-disaster, involving long-term investment. It is likely that this type of
dynamic, longer-term economic resilience investment will strengthen territorial capital and
reduce socio-spatial inequalities.

A fundamental element of the concept of resilience is the likelihood of the conse-
quences derived from specific hazards or threats (disturbances or stress) [36]. Consequently,
there is a need to establish, a priori, the flexibility or adaptability of the affected system
in the face of these threats. This condition is its resilience, and it refers to specific scales,
whether local or regional; most importantly, and along the lines of development theory, this
resilience also points to vulnerabilities, whether based on lack of capabilities, or underlying
contexts of poverty and inequalities in different spatial contexts [56]. The differences be-
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tween urban and rural communities provide stark evidence of these inequalities; however,
they are also evident within larger metropolitan areas themselves.

The connection between resilience and local and regional development is relatively
recent in the economic geography and regional science literature; however, it also enables
the analysis of these spatial entities to make links with the climate change, and risk and
disaster literatures and perspectives. Consequently, it serves to highlight local and regional
sustainable development transitions and the role of resilience in these transitions [57].
Carpenter et al. [33] differentiate between resilience and sustainable development as follows:
“Resilience can be desirable or undesirable. For example, system states that decrease social
welfare, such as polluted water supplies or dictatorships, can be highly resilient. In contrast,
sustainability is an overarching goal that includes assumptions or preferences about which
system states are desirable.” (p. 766). Given the emphasis on socio-ecological systems and
their resilience, which has emerged from climate change, and risk and disaster analysis and
policies, the normative elements of sustainable development have been displaced to some
extent. Instead of sustainable cities and regions, there has been a shift to a discussion of
resilient cities and regions. However, resilience is a dimension of sustainable development
and should not be understood as a replacement for it; as Carpenter et al. [33] note, it is
important to understand what is being understood by resilience in systems terms, to ensure
that more equitable sustainable development takes place. A focus on resilience should not
replace the need for agency-driven, normative, prospective planning of socio-ecological
systems at local and regional scales. Sustainability is a condition not only of well-being
through the satisfaction of basic needs, but also the means for sustaining this process inter-
generationally [36,58], in urban and rural spaces, and at local regional and national scales [59],
reducing vulnerability in the face of exogenous or endogenous threats in the process.

Analysis of vulnerability, as in pressure and release models (PAR) or risk–threat mod-
els [60], reveals the layers of structural and physical conditions behind this vulnerability,
hence the importance of unpacking the concept of resilience and connecting it to specific
localities and communities [3,56]. For instance, in the case of the progression of a particular
threat, such as resource or product substitution or obsolescence (e.g., synthetic nitrates
that destroyed Chilean nitrate production in the 1920s or the shift of steel production from
the US rustbelt to Asia from the 1970s), and local environmental conditions (e.g., the US
Dustbowl of the 1930s or the 1970s Peruvian fisheries collapse), the specific localities and
regions most affected can be clearly identified. Their high level of dependence on these
products and activities lead to major impacts [61,62]. More generally speaking, anthro-
pogenic factors such as economic activity, employment, and regional GDP, are cyclical
and subject to diverse endogenous and exogenous risks [46]. These cycles also generate
risks and are often interwoven with risks and disasters from natural phenomena, such as
seismic activity, or anthropogenically-driven ‘natural’ risks, such as those from climate
change. It is important to stress that these socio-economic and socio-ecological risks have
high levels of variability as they are grounded in specific localities, and different adaptive
capacities and capabilities are exposed or revealed. This is particularly evident in the
differences between rural and urban settings, for example. This includes not only the
dynamics between actors, and across systems and scales, but also in terms of structural
conditions based on physical conditions, cultural conditions, and power relations. These
all lead to socio-spatial disparities of risk and resilience.

Local and regional development—strategic planning in particular—has evolved to
engage with these conditions and to enhance resilience to shocks, to create new devel-
opment opportunities (e.g., promoting and supporting emerging economic sectors), and
to increase adaptive capacities through education, access to employment, services and
assets, and improved income generation and distribution. It is also highly sensitive to local
physical conditions, and to social and cultural heritage, traditions, and norms. Regions
and municipalities are not homogenous since they are most often ‘spikey’, with mosaics of
rural and urban settlements, productive activities and infrastructures, and concentrations
of wealth, and relative or absolute poverty. Risks and resilience are also ‘spikey’ as a
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consequence (e.g., Getis et al. [63], Forman [64], World Bank [65]). Rather than regional
resilience being the median of the resilience of its constituent components, i.e., settlements
or municipalities, the mosaic of risk and this diversity is the condition of regional resilience.
Consequently, regional development is also a function of multiple nodes of weak and
strong local sustainable development operating within that territory, which are connected
as spatial hierarchies or mosaics of distances, densities, and administrative divisions. The
diversity of places in which risks are experienced reveals the complexity of socio-spatial
systems, with uncertain scenarios of change through the interaction of activities at dif-
ferent scales through time (panarchy)—potential risks—and local community activities
for improving human conditions, resource management, and governance (see Berkes and
Ross [21]). It is important to recognize community-level adaptive capacities, however the
two scales addressed in the article—municipal and regional—do not allow for these to be
discussed in detail, and are best addressed through further case study analysis at smaller
scales. Another issue that should be highlighted, but is not the focus of this article, is the
role of local business. Community resilience should be linked closely to economic activity
at micro, meso, and macro scales, and this activity should be included in any assessment
of community resilience, as noted by Rose and Kraussman [66], not only for post-shock
recovery but also for resilience to multiple, immanent risks.

It is important to note that the risks associated with local and regional development
are intertwined with others in the resilience framework provided below (see Figure 1),
linking different objectives of sustainable development in the process. However, rather
than putting more emphasis on climate change and disasters, as is the case in many socio-
ecological systems analysis perspectives, a development focus puts more emphasis on
socio-economic pathways and underlying socio-spatial conditions. There are also other
risks that may arise that are not clearly identified in the figure, such as civil conflict, famine,
and migratory pressures. Consequently, regional development is an outcome of a complex
interplay of environmental, socio-cultural, and socio-economic conditions, overlaid by
power relations and institutional agency, from the community to the regional government
(and beyond, including extra-regional influences from globalized economic actors and
national administrations, as seen in Global Production Network analysis [48]).

The ability to respond to the multiple risks to livelihoods and lives themselves, includ-
ing daily access to income, safe water, and food, is a function of the capacities and assets
that each household and community mobilizes, as highlighted by Sen. Therefore, for re-
silience to be a useful concept, it needs to connect to short-term responses to risks, and also
to longer-term structural conditions that define the strengths and weaknesses of regional
and local sustainable development. This brings up the relevance of time scales [24,67–70].
These are paramount for comparing and contrasting regions, and for understanding the
organic and dynamic nature of changes in human development conditions in relation to
environmental change. In terms of regional resilience, the ways in which the system is
unbalanced by a shock or an incremental process, and returns to a new equilibrium as a
result of decision-making and planning, depends on different time horizons (identified as
a progression between vulnerability and safety and security, in Figure 1).

Different hazards and threats require different planning horizons, from the first 36-
hour, critical period post-earthquake to a 5–10-year strategic regional development plan.
Some risks may or may not be cumulative, and, hence, the terms episodic and incremental
are used here. Turner et al. [36] describe these episodic events as ‘disturbances’ (e.g.,
hurricanes or earthquakes), and incremental processes as ‘stress’ (e.g., soil degradation).
Rykiel [71] also makes this distinction with reference to the impact on the system, based
on ecological criteria. He introduces classifications of ‘permanent’ (a deviation which
is of a fixed magnitude over time, leading to a stable state different from the original)
and ‘transient’ (a temporary deviation that becomes zero over time with a return to an
approximate original steady-state). For municipalities and regions, unlike a predominantly
‘natural’ ecosystem, transformations are likely to tend towards the former rather than the
latter, since rather than one risk being involved, the region is subject to multiple endogenous
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and exogenous risks of an incremental and episodic nature. This entails adaptive capacity
for transformation, with a stronger focus on institutions and governance.

Figure 1. Towards a resilience framework for Latin America. Source: Barton, Canil, Cardoso, Canil, y Santa Cruz [72] based
on Wisner et al. [60], IPCC [73] and UNISDR [74].

3. Methodology

The measurement of adaptive capacities under the umbrella of sustainability, and the
different dimensions that are involved in these metrics, are derived from positivist and
phenomenological (constructivist) epistemologies. For instance, community responses [75],
evaluation of policies for extreme events [76], and post-threat experiences [77] are ap-
proaches that go beyond poverty and structural indicators but most often remain tied to
quantitative assessment. However, other approaches are also important. These include
experiences, such as perceptions of natural hazards [78], flooding awareness [79], and
memories of disasters [80], which are most often based on visual tools and oral narra-
tives. For this article, the focus is on the former, to contrast data on local sustainable
development within regions, as well as between regions. There is a long tradition of
quantitative local and regional development indicators, such as those for basic needs and
poverty [11,14,15,17,28,31,39,81–86], health conditions [14,15,31,81,83,84], and institutional
capacities [11,15,17,31,34,81–83,87], which are useful for comparative analysis over time.
Change over time at different scales and for different types of community (rural-urban,
indigenous-non-indigenous) is highly relevant for understanding institutional capacities
and social agency in exposure to multiple risks, and preparation for, and management of
them.

In order to simplify an understanding of adaptive capacities, in this article we consider
disturbances and stresses of episodic events and incremental processes in relation to the
underlying socio-spatial structural conditions of local and regional development. Although
the selected three risks—climate change, pandemic, and earthquake—have different tempo-
ral sequences, what is important is how these impacts connect with existing vulnerabilities
and capabilities in contexts of local sustainable development. The designation of temporal
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effects is also problematic. The case of a pandemic involves both the intense episode of
contagion, but also the longer-term stress of economic instability and the health effects
of ‘long-Covid’ [88]. Climate change can also involve intense events, such as flooding,
and longer-term impacts, such as drought. An earthquake is simpler in the sense that it is
purely an episodic event, of short duration (although accompanied by aftershocks of lesser
intensity). Analysis of the three impacts in the two regions is provided by quantitative data
on local and regional development conditions, as well as complementary sources such as
national and local press that document the impacts themselves.

The regional data focus is on poverty (socio-economic conditions), with a particular
breakdown in terms of two of the most relevant regional development dimensions of
differentiation in Chile: rural–urban, and indigenous-non-indigenous. The sources for
this data are provided in Table 1. The regions are also broken down into their constituent
municipalities since it is in these localities that local sustainable development takes place
and reveals the considerable intra-regional heterogeneity that exists. Following Turner
et al. [36], our interest is in the underlying livelihoods and human conditions. The data are
used descriptively here in terms of establishing the relative additional impacts generated
by the three risks. As such, these threats are seen as part of a complex fabric of inter-related
disturbances and stresses that affect localities, and not as single, siloed events.

Table 1. Chilean data sources for municipal and regional comparisons. Source: Authors.

Indicator Unit Scale Source Period Calculation

Poverty
% low-income

people in the total
population

Regional and
municipal

CASEN (National
Socio-Economic

Characterization Survey),
Ministry of Social

Development and Family

Regional
2006–2017 Poverty by income [89]

Multidimensional
Poverty

%
multidimensional

poverty
experienced in the
total population

Regional and
municipal CASEN 2013–2017

Contemplates five dimensions: (1)
education, (2) health, (3) work and

social security, (4) housing and
environment, and (5) networks and
social cohesion (thus covering some
cultural aspects of the community)

[90]

AVPP (Years of
potential life lost) Ratio Regional and

municipal

DEIS (Department of
Health Statistics and

Information), Ministry of
Health

2001–2016

Loss suffered as a result of
premature death (before age 80).

The AVPP rate is reported per 1000
population aged 0–79 years [91]

Infant mortality Ratio Regional and
municipal DEIS 2001–2016

Ratio of deaths of children under
one year of age per thousand live

births [91]

Municipality
spending

Chilean pesos per
capita, annual

Regional and
municipal

SINIM (Municipal
Information System) and
INE (National Institute

for Statistics)

2001–2017

Ratio between self-generated
income and FCM transfers

(Common Municipal Fund) by
capita of the municipal population,
according to INE 2002–2012–2017.

Covid—Infected Ratio Regional and
municipal DEIS

March
2020–March

2021

Ratio of infected population to total
population (per 1000)

Covid—Deaths Ratio Regional and
municipal DEIS

June
2020–March

2021

Ratio of deaths to total population
(per 1000)

At the regional level, an analysis of trends was undertaken. Equation (1) summarizes
the trends according to the differences of each of the municipalities against the regional
averages, which provides insights into how local areas compare against this regional stan-
dardization. This enables a view of socio-spatial differences and inequalities, particularly
between urban and rural municipalities, but also within the large metropolitan region of
Santiago. Understanding, generically, how local areas compare to the regional average does
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not imply an ideal threshold, but rather trends that will be subject to different influences,
such as rurality and urbanity. This regional analysis has included both multidimensional
poverty (MP) and sources of municipal income (SMI)

MP, SMI : A84
m=1 =

∑n
i=X mi−Ri

n − i
(1)

A: average of differences of MP and SMI, comparing municipal and regional averages per
year. m: municipality. mi: municipal value. i: year. n: highest year according to indicators
(see Table 1). R: regional average value.

4. Highlighting Regional Differences

At the national level, Chile has been characterized by steady economic growth since the
return to democracy, despite a high susceptibility to external shocks due to its dependence
on a limited number of exports, copper in particular [92]. Poverty levels have improved
also, from 68% in 1990 to 14.4% in 2013 and 8.6% in 2017 [93,94], leading to a very high
Human Development Index in continental terms [95].

For the World Bank, Chile is considered a ‘high income’ country and it is also a member
of the OECD; however, the principal weaknesses in the national socio-economy lie in its
inequalities. These inequalities are highly evident in terms of regional and intra-regional
differentiation. In 2018, the income shared nationally by the poorest 40% was 14.4%, leaving
Chile 66th in the Human Development Index ranking [95]. It is at different spatial scales that
inequalities become more apparent. For this reason, the analysis highlights intra-city, rural-
urban, and indigenous–non-indigenous differences [62,93,96–100]. Generally speaking, the
difference between the national and different sub-categories (urban, rural, indigenous, and
non-indigenous) has been more favorable for the urban and non-indigenous. Although
the gaps have narrowed in the latest CASEN surveys, indigenous communities have been
inclined to a steady-state, while rural communities have moved closer to the national
average (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Poverty levels based on CASEN data [94]. Source: Authors.

Although this national disaggregation reveals a reduction in socio-spatial differen-
tiation, the situation is more nuanced when analyzing the regions more specifically. In
2017, the regions with the greatest differences of rural poverty against the national average
were Ñuble (15%), Biobío (11%), and Araucanía (19%). These are also regions with a high
indigenous population, 17%, 10%, and 18%, respectively. Magallanes, a more rural region
(in the extreme south of Chile), was the only other one that remained below the national av-
erage. Regional trends from the poverty indicators indicate that poverty has fallen at both
the urban–rural and indigenous community levels, although the urban–rural–indigenous
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differences still remain between 8% and 10%. It is these differences that provide some of
the structural differences that shape adaptive capacities for diverse, multiple risks.

The Santiago Metropolitan and Araucania Regions

As has been pointed out in successive studies and is noted in the previous section, the
Araucanía Region still maintains levels of poverty for almost a third of the population in
rural areas and for indigenous communities. This is contrasted with the highly urbanized
Santiago Metropolitan Region, which has certain factors (see Daher [101,102]) that make it
more representative of the wider Chilean experience with its high levels of socio-spatial
differentiation (see Gutiérrez-Antinopai and Barton [103]). This is not only because of
its number of inhabitants (over 40% of the national population), but also because some
municipal areas stand out in terms of their high human development indexes and low
levels of poverty, in comparison with others. The Metropolitan Region has seen poverty
fall from 20% to almost 5%; by 2017, the urban–rural gap was also minimal, unlike the
experience of indigenous communities in the south (see Figure 3). This can be explained,
to a certain extent, by a process of residential dispersion with households moving to the
suburbs and rural plots (see [104,105]). The Araucanía Region also has this urban–rural
differentiation, albeit with a much larger relative rural and smaller settlement population,
and its indicators also show a decrease in the aforementioned categories of poverty (see
Figure 4). Comparing regions, multidimensional poverty values have stagnated (although
the data only correspond to a period of five years). The trends have been maintained in
these regions, with the Araucanía Region having the highest multidimensional poverty,
close to 35%, compared to 21% in the Metropolitan Region. The differences are also
comparatively favorable for the Metropolitan Region in both AVPP (years of potential life
lost), and for infant mortality based on the average between the years 2000–2016. This is
also the case for the infant mortality interval ranges (SD), being lower in the Metropolitan
Region, with a minimal tendency to decrease. Metropolitan Santiago municipalities with
over 90% urban population show heterogeneity in the results; however, this is different for
Araucanía in 2016, where municipalities with over 80% urban population had relatively
similar results. The dispersion in Araucanía is greater than in the RMS, as is the average.
In the Araucania Region, municipalities with higher urban population tend to have similar
values, with much less in dispersion.

Figure 3. Metropolitan Region (RMS) poverty, based on CASEN [94]. Source: Authors.
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Figure 4. Araucania Region poverty, based on CASEN [94]. Source: Authors.

In AVPP and infant mortality, the differences are maintained, although the increase
in the regional standard deviation of Araucanía is striking (see Table 2). It is important
to note that in the Araucanía Region, unlike in the Metropolitan Region, the urbanized
areas (with over 80% of the population living in urban areas), have similar rates. However,
there are significant intra-urban differences in the Metropolitan Region, while a spectrum
of diverse results is to be found in the municipalities of the region which have less than
60% urban population (see Figures 5 and 6).

Table 2. Regional comparisons, 2000–2016, based on DEIS [106] and SINIM [107]. Source: Authors.

Data Analysis Reg. 2000 2003 2005 2006 2009 2010 2011 2013 2015 2016

Child M.—SD
RMS 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.1 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.1 2.8 3.4

Ara 7.5 8.1 6.3 5.7 6.1 7.5 5.8 5.2 5.9 5.4

Child M.—Average
(1000 live births)

RMS 8.5 8.0 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.3 8.1 6.8 6.6 6.9

Ara 12.7 12.2 9.7 9.6 10.8 11.7 10.0 9.1 9.0 8.0

AVPP—SD
RMS 16.7 21.8 18.9 19.4 25.7 28.8 24.6 14.8 15.7 14.4

Ara 19.9 23.4 17.9 20.0 23.4 21.1 18.1 15.3 20.9 25.4

AVPP—Average RMS 74.2 73.6 72.4 72.8 76.8 78.8 76.7 68.0 66.4 65.7

Ara 94.7 99.1 96.5 88.7 92.6 93.7 91.0 85.3 85.3 89.1

M. Inc.—SD
RMS —– 43.9 47.0 50.0 57.8 58.2 69.8 80.4 122.4 106.4

Ara —– 14.0 18.4 26.9 25.5 24.3 28.0 31.1 36.4 42.9

M. Inc.—Average
(M$ per capita)

RMS —– 66.1 71.5 78.7 97.9 99.0 110.9 125.7 186.7 165.4

Ara —— 56.9 65.7 74.3 102.1 104.3 117.0 134.4 168.1 184.2

Another similar case can be found in the per capita income for each municipality.
Although the search for equality in this area is complex given the diversity of municipalities
and their respective physical, socio-economic and socio-ecological conditions, it is relevant
to note that—in regional terms—the dispersion has been increasing. This favors higher-
income municipalities (see the following section for more detail). In general, within the
framework of an increase in the availability of monetary resources (average), the dispersion
has also been increasing and it is much greater in the Metropolitan Region. It is important
to note that, since 2008, resources have been greater on average in Araucanía.
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The point to be made here is that regional resilience is shaped by adaptive capacities
that are reflected in the diversity of local, municipal conditions of poverty, health, and
municipal spending. Rather than adaptive capacities being constructed in the face of
specific ‘natural’ hazards, such as seismic activity or extreme climate change events, the
structural conditions that are revealed in the Human Development Index and in regional
and municipal variations, limit local adaptive capacities. This is due to the fact that these
communities are more dependent on public transfers rather than their own income or
resources, hence revealing a lack of capabilities and entitlements, to use Sen’s terms.

Figure 5. Infant mortality 2016, based on DEIS [106]. Source: Authors.Each data point represents one
municipality.

Figure 6. AVPP 2016, based on DEIS [106]. Source: Authors. Each data point represents one
municipality.

5. Adaptive Capacity: The Role of Socio-Economic and Socio-Cultural Conditions
5.1. The Santiago Metropolitan Region

In this region, poverty is manifested in different communities with different outcomes,
with evidence that urban vulnerability is equally as relevant as rural vulnerability. At
the urban municipal level, the conditions of poverty in the Metropolitan Region are an
anomaly compared to other regions. In fact, the highest poverty levels in 2017 were in the
municipality of La Pintana, with an urban population of 100% [108–110], also in El Bosque
and San Bernardo with 98%, Padre Hurtado with 92%, and El Monte and Independencia
with 74% and 100%, respectively. All of them have a poverty rate between 8.5% and 14%,
well above the regional average of 5.8% and more in line with some rural municipalities
such as María Pinto (10.8%), San Pedro (9.3%), Curacaví (7.4%), Alhué (6.7%), and San
José de Maipo (6%). Multidimensional poverty exhibits a similar trend. In 2017, Lo Espejo,
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Cerro Navia and El Monte, with an urban population of over 83%, were 50–70% higher
than the regional average; the three municipalities with the lowest urban populations
exceed it by between 20–50%. When the annual gaps against the regional average are
analyzed for each municipality, the differences are not only at urban–rural levels, but also
at intra-urban levels (see Figure 7).
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With respect to health indicators, as observed in Figures 5 and 6, the Metropolitan
Region reveals considerable differences between intra-metropolitan urban areas. During the
2000–2016 period, there are urban and rural low-income municipalities that are above the
regional average in infant mortality such as Buin, San Miguel, San Bernardo, Independencia,
El Bosque, and Recoleta, also more rural areas where poverty is still above average: Alhué,
San José de Maipo, San Pedro. However, with respect to AVPP, the municipalities with
the greatest differences against the regional annual average are urban, among which are
Independencia, Quinta Normal, San Joaquín, San Miguel, San Ramon, and Cerro Navia, all
of which have 100% urban populations.

Although the trends, as noted above, are towards a decrease, a common denominator
is the fluctuations that have occurred in some municipalities, where rural and urban
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communities have been affected, but with rural municipalities affected to a greater degree.
For example, Alhué, Tiltil, and Curacaví with a high rural population, are municipalities
that have not shown a notable downward trend during the period, and remain above the
annual regional average.

The municipal income per inhabitant in the Metropolitan Region reveals high inequal-
ity, in both urban and rural areas. The most populous municipalities have been above the
regional average: San Pedro with 0% (likely to be an institutional data error) to San José de
Maipo with 62%, except for Calera de Tango, which on average has been slightly below
the annual regional average (see Figure 8). The greatest differences are those in favor of
the municipalities in the eastern sector of Santiago—the ‘cone of wealth’, although there
are other outliers, such as Alhué, which is well above the regional average. At the urban
level, a large percentage of the municipalities are below the average: 31 municipalities out
of 41 are, on average, 3–5 times lower than the average of the 10 municipalities with higher
incomes.
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As with health indicators, these indicators of public institutional spending reveal the
mosaic of socio-spatial differentiation that exists in the Metropolitan Region. The picture is
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not a simple one of rural versus urban, but rather a more complex pattern of high levels
of differentiation within the urban space, as well as considerable variations among the
rural municipalities, most of which have been affected by considerable suburbanization
pressures since the 1990s [111]. In the face of disturbances and stresses, these underlying
structural conditions are wholly relevant to the adaptive capacities of the communities
involved. Consequently, it is baseline poverty and inequality that shapes the capacities for
regional resilience, and, therefore, local sustainable development.

5.2. The Araucania Region

The Araucania Region had the highest national poverty rate recorded during the
period 2011–2017. Rural and indigenous poverty were also the highest recorded at the
national level. However, poverty reduced from 49% to 17%. The municipalities with the
highest poverty rates in 2017 were Cholchol (41.6%), Galvarino (37.3%), Puerto Saavedra
(35.4%), and Toltén (35.1%), all in the province of Cautín, with high rural populations of
over 70%. It is important to bear in mind that, unlike the Metropolitan Region, there are
no municipalities that have 100% urban populations. Of the 31 municipalities, 21 exceed
50% urban population but only three of them exceed 80%: Temuco, Angol, and Renaico.
The intra-urban differences, against the regional average, are clearly in favor of the most
urbanized municipal areas, rather than Collipulli (75%) or Los Sauces (61%), where poverty
was slightly higher on average than the regional level. As for multidimensional poverty,
there are municipalities that register a value higher than 50%, all of them with higher rural
populations of 22–54%: Lonquimay (54.9%), Galvarino (54.4%), Saavedra (54.2%), Cholchol
(54.2%), Curarrehue (54.1%), and Carahue (51.4%) for the year 2017. The average difference
in values between the regional level and individual municipalities (2013–17) are clearly
unfavorable for rural areas (see Figure 9).

Municipal income, meanwhile, has a very similar trend to that of multidimensional
poverty, which gives a clearer picture of the reductions in poverty that have taken place
after the return to democracy (see Figure 10). However, it should be clear that there are
still differences such as the ones that can be seen in Pucón and Perquenco, which are, on
average, below the regional average of multidimensional poverty and above the average
on municipal income.

With regards to mortality indicators (2016), as indicated in the previous section,
the municipalities with the highest infant mortality rates were those with the greatest
number of rural inhabitants; however, when comparing the evolving differences between
municipalities and the regional average, there are nuances that are worth mentioning.
Melipeuco, with 54% of its population living in rural areas, was well above the regional
average in only three years (2000, 2010, and 2015), while the municipality of Los Sauces,
with 61% of its population living in urban areas, was also above the average in three years.
These cases highlight the point that the municipalities with an urban population equal to
or over 50%, were mostly below the regional average. In fact, the 13 municipalities with
the best performance are in this range. As for AVPP, although the urban-rural situation
and infant mortality also have nuances, where it is possible to find good results in rural
areas with respect to the regional average, the trends in urban areas over 80% do not
differ significantly from each other, which is radically different from the dispersion that is
generated in rural areas. A highly relevant issue mainly concerning rural differentiation,
but also urban to some extent—in terms of these structural socio-economic conditions—is
the dimension of indigeneity. The persistently low human development levels of these
communities in national terms, and the ongoing conflicts that compound this situation,
especially in more rural locations, due to new energy projects and plantation forestry in
particular [112].
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6. Episodic and Incremental Risks as a Feature of Regional Development

The comparison between the Metropolitan Region and the Araucanía Region is stark.
Neither region has the same profile in terms of rural–urban differentiation, or the intra-
urban or inter-rural variations. To speak of regional resilience is, therefore, to speak of
diversity and the wide range of structural conditions in play that shape adaptive capaci-
ties. When incremental or episodic threats emerge and impact these localities, it is these
underlying factors that are most relevant to the responses that ensue. For this same reason,
resilience is a reflection of these vulnerabilities and capabilities to a wide range of risks and
not a condition that arises in response to a single threat. This is most evident when the
three particular examples of risks selected here are brought into the discussion.

Rather than risks appearing to impact regional development processes, they should
be understood as part of that same development process. These risks are multiple and
shape the underlying structural conditions as well as providing opportunities and obstacles
for future development. Since these structural conditions shape adaptive capacities, and
vulnerabilities (see Figure 1), what additional effects are generated from particular risks,
such as a pandemic, climate change, or an earthquake? The key is to determine how these
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risks shape vulnerabilities at the local level, based on socio-economic, socio-ecological,
and institutional factors [36,39]. What is known of these risks is that they have highly
variable impacts, although these mostly affect lower-income groups due to their limited
adaptive capacities, whether in terms of income and assets, public transfers, or their ability
to influence decision-makers. For example, in the Atacama desert, the flash flooding of 2015
showed greater exposure of particular groups located in peri-urban and rural areas [113]; in
Santiago, air contamination affects lower-income communities the most [114]; in Valparaiso,
the lack of planning in informal settlements resulted in 10,000 homes being affected by
the wildfire of 2014, mainly low- and middle-income families [115]; and in the valleys
of the central and southern regions, there is a crisis in access to drinking water that
affects mainly low-income farmers and their livelihoods [116–118]. These examples reveal
the diversity of threats that are experienced, often simultaneously, across the national
territory. However, it is more common for the impacts to be more severely felt in lower-
income communities, where indigenous peoples are overly represented [119–121]. This
vulnerability not only refers to conditions of material poverty, but also health and access
to educational opportunities, and financial support from public sector agencies such as
local governments [122], as can be seen in the data in Sections 4 and 5. In the following
three sub-sections, the risks of Covid-19, the 2010 earthquake, and climate change are
discussed in order to understand how they also exacerbate these current inequalities and
vulnerabilities, and how they should be seen as part of a wider panorama of multiple risks
rather than ‘one-off’ events, conceptualized and managed in isolation.

6.1. The Covid-19 Pandemic in Chile

The first signs of Covid-19 in Chile were recorded during the month of March 2020,
with the return of a Talca man from abroad. By the end of that month, cases had reached
1142 and the first quarantine zones were declared. During these early months, most
infections were concentrated in the central regions and in southern Chile. By the months
of June and July, the number of infected people had reached its first peak, reaching 6938
new cases and 279 deaths on 27 July, which meant that the country, together with Peru,
led Latin America in deaths per million inhabitants: 530 and 645 respectively [123,124].
During this period, the main regional impacts were concentrated in the Metropolitan
Region, and the Valparaiso, Antofagasta, and Biobío regions [125]. Though the number of
infected had fallen to 1566 and 30 deaths per day by August 11, the aforementioned regions
already had 248,218, 16,081, 13,450, and 9792 accumulated cases. Meanwhile, the rate
between the number of inhabitants and deaths was 895,143 in the Metropolitan Region and
25,655, 15,346, 13,627, 11,532, and 11,120 for the regions of Los Ríos, Los Lagos, Atacama,
Araucanía, and Biobio. Of these, most were concentrated in the 50+ age range, accounting
for 90% of the total number of deaths.

Given the exponential tendencies of infection, a matter that was anticipated between
January and February of 2020 [126], the proposed measures were centered on the strength-
ening of the hospital system both in the availability of mechanical ventilators and critical
care beds [127]. This kept the death rate low during the second half of the year.

The vulnerability of different regions can be seen in the provision of these hospital
facilities, with more rural areas benefiting from the reduction in potential contagion by
contact, but also suffering from a relative lack of critical care beds and ventilators. The
pandemic aggravated existing inequalities in terms of the division between public sector
care and private-sector care, and the concentration of the latter in the largest regional
centers: Temuco in Araucanía and Santiago in the Metropolitan Region. This situation
exposed the underlying problems not only of socioeconomic differentiation, whereby
higher income groups access private care, but also the rural–urban divisions and the
relative lack of healthcare in rural municipal areas. Even in the public health system, there
is considerable variability in terms of specialists in Santiago compared with other regions
in the country. In the face of the need for specialist care and equipment, the high levels of
centralization in Chile, based on Santiago, were further exposed [128].
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In the RMS, infections were concentrated in urban areas, unlike in Alhué and Pirque,
which only had 61.44 and 53.66 infections per 1000 inhabitants. In Araucanía, on the other
hand, the most affected areas have been municipalities with a high concentration of rural
areas. As of 5 March 2021, the four most affected municipalities in terms of the ratio of
infected persons were Perquenco (48% rurality), Galvarino (65% rurality), Saavedra (78%
rurality), and Ercilla (53% rurality). However, it may be the case that these infections were
concentrated in the urban areas of each of these municipalities. Municipalities with over
80% urban population, such as Angol, Temuco, and Renaico, remained above average,
(with a minimal difference between them: 48.56, 47.95, and 45.96 for Renaico, Angol, and
Temuco, respectively). Others ranged from 70.33 (Perquenco 52% urban population) to
23.99 (Curacautín 74% urban population).

Comparing both regions, the extent of the ranges was similar, although in the RMS
the values remained above those of Araucanía (see Table 3). In the former, although the
highest values were generally maintained in urban areas, the lowest infection rates were
in the higher-income municipalities of the eastern sector, providing a contrast with the
municipalities of the central-southern and north-western sectors of the city (see Figure 11).
In the Araucanía Region, the geographically more distant areas (eastern sector) had the
fewest infections (see Figure 12).
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Table 3. Regional statistical comparison of Covid-19 infections and mortality based on DEIS [129].
Source: Authors.

Ratio Function Unit RMS Araucania

Infected

Average

N◦ affected per
1000 people

50.31 44.26
Median 49.49 43.01

DS 12.32 10.12
Range 25.59–77.51 23.99–70.33

Deaths

Average 1.57 0.61
Median 1.45 0.55

DS 0.64 0.21
Range 0.50–2.90 0.27–1.18

The regional mortality data for the RMS compared to Araucanía show that it had
higher rates. If we compare the data at the global level, the RMS is at a similar value
to Spain, while the most affected municipalities are above the highest rates of the Czech
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Republic, Belgium, Slovenia, and the United Kingdom (between 1.8 and 2.1 deaths per
1000 inhabitants, see Statista [130]). These municipalities are almost 100% urban (except
for San José de Maipo with 62%). Lo Espejo, San Ramón, Pedro Aguirre Cerda, Conchalí,
Cerro Navia, Independencia, La Pintana, La Granja, San Joaquín, and Recoleta have rates
of between 2.9 and 2.2 deaths per 1000 inhabitants respectively, which far exceed the
experience in the Araucanía Region (see Figures 13 and 14). In the Araucanía Region,
mortality on average represented approximately 40% of the RMS and one-third of the
deviation (see Table 3). The most affected cities, equal to or above 70% urban population,
were Gorbea, Angol, Victoria, and Renaico, which are quite distant from each other, except
for Angol-Renaico (see Figure 14). The north-central sector, with the exception of Purén,
had the highest rates with the exception of Guerbea, Cunco, and Lonquimay.
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In terms of resilience to the pandemic, the advantages of more rural locations due to
reduced contact compared with high-density living and public transport systems (such as
the metro and bus systems in Santiago) are offset by the distances and access to healthcare
in the larger urban municipalities where equipment is available. Rather than the pandemic
being a risk that is particular in and of itself, generating a new series of threats and
institutional response challenges, it is more the case that it reinforces existing inequalities
and exposes vulnerabilities. The pandemic created a divide in terms of adaptive capacities,
between those who could work from home, and those who had no option other than to work
outside home when quarantine allowed (and often in disregard of this limitation). Adaptive
capacities in this case refer to the same adaptive capacities associated with poverty, such as
the need to access informal sector activities such as street-selling, or to formal activities
such as delivery services. The concentration of symptomatic infections that required
hospitalization among older age groups meant that the health impacts were concentrated
in this group while many other age groups were affected by formal unemployment and
the need to access more informal employment opportunities. Since agricultural activities
remained active throughout, rural communities retained their access to income in many
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cases; however, the urban poor, often involved in more precarious employment in retail
and services, were affected more significantly.

In conclusion, the pandemic has had two associated risks: the first to health, the second
to economic survival. Each of these has different geographies, in terms of rural–urban
differentiations, and in terms of intra-urban dynamics (e.g., ‘home work’ versus essential
services/’exposed work’). Each of these risks exacerbates the underlying vulnerabilities in
each region, whether it be intra-urban inequalities and economic security in the Santiago
Metropolitan Region, or poor coverage and access to healthcare in rural municipalities of
the Araucanía Region. Consequently, the risks of the pandemic are not separate from local
and regional development considerations that are well-known and can be seen in the data
from earlier sections. The response to the pandemic, in terms of access to healthcare and
access to employment, are structural problems embedded in the Chilean socio-economic
system and with different features in different municipalities and regions. For this reason,
the ‘disturbance’ of the pandemic, as an episodic risk, should not be understood as a health
risk per se, or siloed as such, but rather as a systemic risk since it aggravates existing
socio-spatial inequalities. Regional resilience to the pandemic is not simply a response of
health provision, but also of private versus public healthcare, and of the vulnerabilities
of unemployment, underemployment, and the large informal sector in both low-income
urban areas, as well as in rural activities.

6.2. The 2010 Earthquake

The earthquake of 27 February 2010 was the eighth most intense ever recorded, with a
magnitude of 8.8 Mw. According to the Seismological Service of Chile, the epicenter was
just off the coast of the current Ñuble Region (formerly Biobío Region). The experience
of the impact of the earthquake, and subsequent tsunami and aftershocks, extended from
the Region of Valparaiso to the Region of Araucanía covering between 600 and 800 km
from north to south. The event affected 74% of the population of Chile and resulted in
525 deaths and 800,000 people affected by displacement or damage to housing [131–134].
Of the total number of deaths, a large number were recorded among the elderly: 22.64
(80+), 7.74 (70–79), 5.53 (60–69), and 3.66 (29–50) deaths per 100 thousand inhabitants
respectively [135]. The number of deaths in the Metropolitan and Araucanía regions was
very low compared to the regions closer to the epicenter and the tsunami (1.49 and 0.75
per 100,000 inhabitants, compared with 26.75 in the Maule Region, and 7.03 and 6.40 in
the Biobío and O’Higgins regions [135]. Most of the deaths were linked to the tsunami
and errors in the institutional warning systems of the Navy and the National Emergency
Office (ONEMI) [136]. Financial losses were experienced across different sectors. Among
these, the fishing and tourism sectors stand out: US$ 5.3 billion million (linked to private
activities); US$ 3.9 million in housing (mostly linked to the public sector); and US$ 3.0
billion in education (public and private sector). On 21 May 2010, President Sebastián Piñera
reported that the losses had reached US$30 billion, 18% of GDP [134,137].

In the Metropolitan and Araucanía regions, the overall impact was significantly
lower compared to the most affected regions. The damage was concentrated on road
infrastructure, hospitals and educational infrastructure, the availability of drinking water
(especially in rural areas), and electricity supply. In particular, the Metropolitan Region
was affected by damage to historical buildings, such as Divina Providencia, the Museum
of Contemporary Art and the Equestrian Club [138]. The Felix Bulnes hospital located in
the municipality of Quinta Normal was the most affected public building, losing 450 beds,
evacuating 217 patients, and later requiring new infrastructure works [139,140]. A total
of five hospitals were affected, which led to the construction of two emergency hospitals
in the lower-income municipalities of Puente Alto and Cerro Navia, with a total of 50
beds [132]. There were 46 deaths and 9.391 other people were directly affected [135]. The
municipalities that were most impacted in terms of the percentage of homes damaged,
were Macul, Conchalí, Huechuraba, Quinta Normal, Renca, and San Joaquín, where older
homes built of adobe were most susceptible [141].
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The number of people affected in the Araucanía Region amounted to 3.338, with
Angol (to the north of the region, closer to the epicenter) concentrating most of the impacts.
In Angol, the local population was without water and electricity for two days and damage
to the hospital led to a loss of 195 beds [131,138]. In total, 13 deaths were recorded in this
region and a total of 12 public buildings experienced major damage. This situation led to it
being one of the most affected regions in terms of health infrastructure damage, alongside
the Biobío Region [132]. The most important hospital in the region, located in Temuco (with
more than 90% of the Araucanía Sur healthcare network beds) had to reduce its capacity
from 704 to 302 beds [131,142]. Considering both healthcare networks, Araucanía Sur and
Norte bed losses totaled 615, which represented 15% of the total reduction nationwide.

Both the Metropolitan Region and the Araucanía Region were also heavily impacted
in terms of rural drinking water systems. Unlike centralized water systems, rural drinking
water supply systems in the Araucanía Region accounted for 53% (51% in the Metropolitan
Region) of damaged infrastructures. This directly affected 31.092 people in the Araucania
Region and 84.456 in the Metropolitan Region [131]. This total of 115.448 affected consumers
between both regions (73% Metropolitan and 27% Araucanía) reveals the high level of
vulnerability of rural communities who rely on these self-managed Rural Potable Water
systems, which are effectively common property systems but with severe problems of
financing and efficiency.

In the case of a major episodic event such as this particular earthquake and its related
tsunami, the epicenter has significant implications in terms of the most severe impacts.
However, in the case of the regional resilience in the two selected regions, the direct
earthquake impacts were principally related to damage to older housing stock (in lower-
income municipalities) and to water supply from rural drinking water systems (many of
them also antiquated and poorly maintained). Regional resilience with respect to this type
of major event was clearly better for higher-income areas with more modern housing stock
and infrastructure. The vulnerability of communities and the lack of adaptive capacities, in
this case, were related to poor infrastructure, both in urban and rural settings.

While this particular hazard impacted different elements of the regional landscape, in
comparison with the pandemic (health facilities and economic activity), such as housing
and services infrastructure, they both share the comparative vulnerability of the health
system: the former (Covid-19) in terms of capacity and quality, and, in the latter (earth-
quake), the physical infrastructure itself. The conclusions that can be drawn from the
2010 earthquake in terms of local and regional resilience is that significant inequalities
in terms of age, materiality, and maintenance of infrastructure were the principal factors
that came to light. In this respect, community adaptive capacities are not only limited to
the capabilities of the people themselves, but also include more significant community or
public investments in resilient infrastructure (the ‘territorial capital’ defined by Fratesi and
Perucca). With an increasing gap between the quality and modernity of private versus
public infrastructure and services (most evident in a comparison between the Araucanía
and Metropolitan regions), and also between rural and urban facilities (in both regions), the
need for regional development to ensure good coverage and quality of basic infrastructure
for health, education, mobility, and housing becomes increasingly evident for improved
resilience.

6.3. Climate Change

The diversity of Chile’s ‘crazy geography’ [143], stretching from the Atacama Desert
to Antarctica, and from the Andes mountain range to one of the longest national coastlines,
and extending to Rapa Nui (Easter Island), has generated a wide range of possible impacts
from climate change. The CONAMA report of 2006 identified these clearly by region, and
they formed the basis of the National Action Plan of 2008–12 [144], including an assessment
of the economic impacts [145]. However, the vulnerability of the country had already been
determined in one of the earliest assessments following the signing of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change. The 1996 National Climate Change Committee report
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noted that the country met 7 of 9 vulnerability criteria of Article 4.8 of the Convention [146],
including drought, intense storm events, sea level rise, loss of glaciers, and forest fires.
Twenty-five years later, has this vulnerability been reduced? Two major events—one
incremental, the other episodic—point to the answer: Chile is experiencing a decade-long
‘mega-drought’ [147], while many thousands of acres were lost to forest fires in 2017, and
many properties were also consumed by the flames, including the whole town of Santa
Olga with over 500 houses [148].

The vulnerability has increased in spite of outlines for action in two national adapta-
tion plans (2013 and 2017), linked to a series of sectoral adaptation plans (e.g., fisheries,
biodiversity, agriculture, water resources). The Nationally Determined Contribution of
2015, following the Paris Agreement [149], was weak on adaptation in comparison with
mitigation, but pointed to this persisting problem and the need to strengthen the implemen-
tation and evaluation of these sectoral plans. Nevertheless, during the period 1996–2019
(including the last COP meeting in December 2019, hosted by Chile, but which took place
in Madrid), the conclusion is that progress in adaptation has been slow. Adaption has
focused on protecting productive sectors from climate change principally, but there has
been little or no wider consciousness-raising or integration into planning instruments and
urban development activities; for example, the sectoral plan for cities, approved in early
2018, has yet to be implemented.

Since 90% of Chileans live in towns and cities, this gap between identifying criteria
or conditions of vulnerability, and the actions required to reduce this vulnerability and
build resilience is highly relevant. This is not to suggest there are no initiatives, but that
they are fragmented and have received little national financial support. They include
the work of the NGO AdaptChile in the creation of the Municipal Network for Climate
Change, the Santiago Metropolitan Region Strategy Santiago Humano y Resiliente of 2017,
and the creation of Regional Climate Change Councils (CORECC) in 2018. The diversity of
impacts by region leads to wide-ranging risks and the need for localized responses, hence
the importance of the Municipal Network and the work of the new regional councils.

The RMS and Araucanía regions present highly contrasting experiences, but in both
cases there is currently no regional strategy being implemented. While Araucanía has no
strategy, the RMS has had two strategies that have been developed and not implemented:
The Climate Adaptation Santiago (CAS) adaptation plan in 2014 [150], and the Rockefeller
Foundation-funded Santiago Humano y Resiliente (Human and Resilient Santiago) in 2017
(the latter lost impetus following a change of government in 2018). This lack of implemen-
tation of a strategy does not mean that different measures have not taken place, such as
increasing the number of water storage sites in rural areas or campaigns for reducing water
use. However, it does suggest a lack of integrated planning for climate change [151].

The Metropolitan Region, with its high number of urban municipalities (34) rela-
tive to rural ones (18) has been particularly concerned with urban water supply and the
long-term effects of the heat island effect and the prolonged number of days over 30 ◦C
in summer. However, the 18 rural municipalities, grouped under AMUR (Association
for Rural Municipalities) have struggled with water deficits in the context of the mega-
drought, but also due to competing demands between agriculture and urban expansion
with consequent new demands for groundwater extraction for residential supply, and
industrial installations moving to the urban periphery [152]. There is a contrast between
urban water systems, provided by a small number of water companies (Aguas Andinas
being the principal provider), and rural demand, which is met by individual boreholes or
cooperative, community Rural Potable Water systems [153]. With rights to access surface
water suspended due to decreasing availability, the reliance on groundwater (and falling
water tables) has increased the gap between water security in urban versus rural areas.
In terms of resilience, the connection to a mains water system, with a subsidy available
for the lowest income households [154], ensures access to this basic need. However, rural
livelihoods have become more precarious due to the constant need to bore deeper for water,
or simply boreholes drying up and requiring emergency supply from municipal or private
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water tankers [155]. If resilience through adaptive capacity is understood as guaranteed
access to basic needs, the rising gap between urban and rural access to water reveals that
regional resilience is also a function of uneven intraregional development.

The same conditions apply in Araucanía, but with a different distribution of vulnera-
bilities given the relatively larger rural population in comparison with urban areas in this
region. Despite having relatively high precipitation levels in national terms, Araucanía
has also been seriously affected by the mega-drought, which has been compounded by
other water demands. As a region with one of the highest number of Rural Potable Wa-
ter systems, the effects of climate change are experienced when boreholes run dry and
have to be deepened. There are also other factors that influence the loss of groundwater,
however, such as the widespread plantation forestry in the region, with exotic species that
generate considerable water demand, such as eucalyptus and Oregon pine. Where urban
settlements have centralized water supplies and security of supply as a consequence, the
decentralized systems are increasingly vulnerable to climate change and to a lack of com-
munity investment in their maintenance (or to afford deeper boreholes). Despite the fact
that there is considerably more precipitation in the Araucanía Region in comparison with
the Metropolitan Region, water insecurity as a consequence of climate change (and other
intensive uses) is greater for communities in Araucanía where more people are dependent
on these self-managed rural systems [153,155]. The localities most affected are indigenous
communities, which are also subject to climate change-driven extreme events, such as the
‘white earthquakes’ (a local reference to severe snowstorms) which can isolate communities
for several days at a time [156].

The case of climate change, and water (in)security in particular, is very much one of
regional resilience divided between centralized, but high-cost urban systems and fragile
decentralized systems. Climate change does not affect all socio-economic groups equally.
The costs of water supply rise with scarcity in centralized systems, while rural water rights
owners have to find their supply at deeper levels (thus increasing their costs). However,
the principal difference is that rural communities rely on water not only for personal use
but also for crops and animals. This difference in water security between rural and urban
areas, and who bears the costs of climate change, provides an example of a risk that is
incremental (drought) as well as episodic (flood events and ‘white earthquakes’). However,
although climate change is the driver of this insecurity and associated costs, it should not
be taken in isolation. The fragility of rural potable water systems has been documented for
decades. Climate change merely exacerbates this vulnerability and exposes the underlying
differences that have emerged in Chile in its rush to urbanization over the past fifty years.

Regional development has been marked by these urban poles of modernization and
‘development’ while rural areas have become either dominated by agribusiness firms
(which have accumulated water rights), or have become marginal spaces, with ageing
farmers supplying principally horticulture products to urban markets. The resilience of
both regions is marked by urban–rural inequalities that are exacerbated by different risks
but are not a consequence of one in particular. It is precisely due to the combination of
risks in play, rather than a focus on singular risks that a better understanding of how
communities in specific localities juggle different hazards and risks, whether incremental
or episodic, exogenous or endogenous.

7. Conclusions: Risk as Immanent, Resilience as Adaptive Capacity, and
Transformation as Sustainable Local Development

The recent focus on resilience in socio-ecological systems has arisen in line with
concerns for climate change and wider issues of planetary boundaries. However, this
resilience literature with its more ecological roots tends to focus on system dynamics with
less attention to agency. Since regional development involves socio-ecological systems and
dynamics, socio-economic dimensions, and institutional issues, a focus on system dynamics
is useful only in terms of how the agency of development, i.e., governance, shapes these
multi-scalar systems in terms of localities and regions. Rather than the promotion of
local and regional resilience, the objective has to be normative: planning for sustainable
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development, in which resilience refers to the obstacles and opportunities generated by a
wide range of risks emerging from different sources over time (see Figures 2–11).

When development capabilities are framed within the context of socio-ecological
system dynamics, the term local sustainable development is appropriate. This connection
is important since adaptive capacities have to be understood in terms of cultural and
institutional contexts, shaping perceptions and consequent actions [10,39–41]. This in turn
removes the discussion of risks and resilience from the realm of socio-ecological systems
and technical solutions, to the realm of justice and (in)equality across communities and in-
stitutions, and the ways in which local sustainable development is generated, strengthened,
or weakened [11,28]. Although they have not been highlighted in this article, there is a wide
diversity of community initiatives to confront multiple risks. However, the emphasis here
is on aggregated socio-spatial differentiation at municipal and regional levels. It is most
likely that the scaling-up of effective community-level adaptive capacities will provide
opportunities for demonstration effect replication elsewhere, but it should also be stressed
that these initiatives are generated despite structural inequalities. Consequently, the focus
should not only be on community initiatives but also on changes to these underlying
conditions of territorial capital, incorporating factors of economic activity.

Communities do not manage these risks in singular ways. Instead, they manage them
synergistically, according to different time horizons, priorities, and available resources.
Some are expected, while others appear with little or no awareness or preparation, as in
the case of Covid-19. When the examples of climate change, the Covid-19 pandemic, and
the 2010 earthquake are assessed in terms of their regional impacts, and local and regional
resilience to them, the structural factors that shape resilience become more apparent. As
with Sen’s ideas of development capabilities and entitlements, the question regarding
resilience returns to the capacities and assets that a community can mobilize in the face
of multiple risks that are immanent or latent. We have seen how different the impacts of
different risks have been between the two regions. For the RMS, its large urban area makes
it more complex and diverse in terms of the access opportunities of its inhabitants, e.g. to
employment or health. The northwestern area of the region has been the most affected
from a material point of view, as well as from the pandemic; this appears to be linked to the
availability of both household and public institution resources. The experiences in these
urban areas, however, are far removed from rural dynamics. In rural areas, the impacts of
natural hazards are felt more strongly, as in the cases of drought and the damage to Rural
Potable Water systems in 2010.

Despite the rural-urban imbalances, there are indicators that question (or affirm) com-
munity concerns over basic services, economic opportunities, and identity and cultural
issues. For example, in the case of the municipality of Padre las Casas, although those in
material poverty (multidimensional in this case) are heavily affected in terms of several
health indicators, they have remained above the regional average. Belonging to a conurba-
tion probably helps to augment resilience given this urban access to basic services. On the
other hand, the more rural areas of eastern and western Araucanía have remained below
the regional average of multidimensional poverty, with variable incomes and also Covid-19
infection and death rates. This implies that although there are trends that exhibit health
fragilities due to multidimensional poverty, there are factors that require further research
at the community level.

It is important to highlight the nuances of local sustainable development and the
diversity that exists between and within these two regions. Municipal data in Araucanía
that reveals a good performance within the region are weak when compared to the national
level. This is also the case when the municipalities of the eastern sector of the RMS are
compared with others in the region. This diversity suggests that high levels of socio-spatial
inequality give rise to risks that are immanent, in the sense that the vulnerabilities of
different communities are manifested by different threats and hazards. They are latent in
the sense that they may be triggered at any time. Risks are, therefore, omnipresent and
never singular. While one risk may be prioritized at one particular moment in time, and
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have greater connotations, such as the pandemic or the earthquake, these impacts are often
subsumed with other structural vulnerabilities and deficits in adaptive capacities. The
example of the fragility of rural potable water systems is one such example. Another is
the general quality and access to healthcare (including the physical infrastructure of these
facilities in the case of the 2010 earthquakes).

For regional resilience, understood as both highly differentiated at the local level—
according to urban and rural, indigenous and non-indigenous, and other factors—to be
strengthened, adaptive capacities have to be reinforced. These adaptive capacities are
dependent on structural factors, including territorial capital and access to health and
employment, and are linked to capacities and entitlements, such as education, training, and
property rights. Consequently, the ability to manage multiple risks is dependent on these
basic factors of development. Transformations to more sustainable development require
increased resilience to diverse risks. These risks are not singular and cannot be addressed
in silos. It is only through integrated understandings of development, livelihoods, and
risks, and—in the case of Chile—direct engagement with inter-regional and intra-regional
inequalities, that enhanced resilience for more sustainable development is likely to emerge.
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